Why banks must
make bold latecycle moves
After a decade of expansion,
the banking industry appears to
be entering the late phase of the
economic cycle.

Growth in volumes and top-line revenue
is slowing, with loan growth lagging behind
nominal GDP growth in recent years.
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In addition, margins have
been narrowing for some
time—and are now dropping
at an even faster rate.
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As another economic downturn approaches,
the global banking industry finds itself in less than ideal health.
In fact, a majority of banks may not be economically viable.

Global banks return on equity (ROE) – cost of equity (COE) spread, 2009-18
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2 All deposit-taking institutions with available data for 2009-18. ROE based on average net income and average equity including
goodwill from 2009-18.
SOURCE: McKinsey Strategy Practice and Corporate Performance AnalyticsTM

In a potentially “lower for longer” rate environment,
banks must take bold actions now to succeed in
the next economic cycle.

How is value
created?
The value that banks create is determined
by three primary factors:

1

Geography

The domicile of a bank explains
nearly 70% of underlying valuations.
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The median P/B
ratio of American
banks is more
than twice that of
European banks.
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3 Largest 1000 global banks allocated to countries/regions by location of headquarters as of August 30 2019.
SOURCES: SNL, Capital IQ, McKinsey Panorama
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Scale

Scale—whether it’s across a country, region, or client
segment—is generally correlated with stronger returns.

Correlation of banking returns and market share
Total assets
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For instance, a global
bank’s return on total
equity (ROTE) is highest
in the countries where it
has the largest retail
banking market share.
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Given that geographic reach is mostly out of a
bank’s control, and scale takes time to build, banks
must focus on the third factor: business model.
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Business model

There are three universal performance levers that all
banks can immediately act on to change their destiny.

Risk management

Banks can protect returns in an economic downturn by managing risk.

Identification of a bank’s riskiest customers
Gini value, 100% = perfect predictive accuracy
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For example, new machinelearning models can predict
the riskiest customers much
more accurately than
traditional models.

Productivity
To radically reduce costs, banks
can transfer non-differentiating
activities to third-party “utilities.”4

This has the potential to increase
return on equity by as much as
100 basis points.
4 Refers to outsourcing, carve-outs or partnerships
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Revenue growth

When customers are satisfied, they generate
more value for banks; the reverse is also true.
For instance, customers who report low satisfaction with their mortgage
experience are much more likely to refinance with a different bank.
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with another bank, by satisfaction rate, %
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By materially improving
decisive points in the customer
experience, banks can increase
revenue and reduce churn rates
within 12-18 months.
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The four banking
archetypes
Beyond these universal performance levers, a bank should prioritize
late-cycle economic decisions based on the archetype it falls under.
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Depending on the bank’s unique circumstances,
different archetypal levers will be available.
Ecosystem

Zero-based
budgeting

Innovation

Finding new revenue
streams across and
beyond banking

Developing new methods,
ideas, or products/services

Justifying all expenses
for each new period

How

Leveraging customer
relationships/data,
white-labeling partnerships

Setting goals for the
return on innovation
and the timeframe

Starting from a “zero
base” rather than prior
years’ numbers

Example

Extending loans to small and
medium-sized enterprises
through Amazon and eBay

Targeting $1.5B in revenue
growth attributable to
innovation by 2025

Outsourcing compliance
because it is less expensive
than yearly internal staff
increases

What

Here’s how banks across the various archetypes can take action:
Challenged

Ecosystem

Followers

Innovation

Resilients

Zero-based
budgeting

Market leaders

Market leaders

need to retain leadership
into the next cycle. Their
large capital base is best
used for ecosystem and
innovation plays.

Challenged

Resilients

Followers

need to manage returns
in sluggish markets.
They should urgently apply
all three levers, and explore
partnership opportunities
due to their lower
capital base.

Reinvent,
scale,
or perish

need to ensure returns
do not materially deteriorate
during a downturn. Due to
their sub-scale operations
and higher cost-to-asset
ratios, they should focus on
innovating within their core
markets and applying
zero-based budgeting.

banks need to radically
rethink their business
model. The only other
option may be to merge
with similar banks or sell
to a stronger buyer with a
complementary footprint.

As the current economic cycle slows
down, no bank can afford complacency.
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History has shown that
roughly 43% of market
leaders drop to the bottom
half of peers in the next cycle.

8 Defining average return on tangible equity (ROTE) of markets as 15%, 2005-2007.
SOURCE: S&L data, sample of 432 banks.

Now is the time for banks to take bold action
through universal and archetypal levers—
or risk being left behind.
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